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Abstract 
This paper shows that one of crucial causes of contemporary financial-economic crisis is an aban- 
donment of the classic and Walras’s theories, in particular the monetary theory. Therefore, it dis- 
cusses three fundamental differences between Walras’s and modern economists’ approaches: 1) 
the relationship between theory and reality; 2) the use of mathematics in economic theory; and 3) 
the monetary theory. The paper demonstrates that the modern approach is even incompatible 
with hypothetical economics because of unrealistic assumptions, for example, there is only one 
type of money—fiat money; whilst Walras’s approach applies well to its era’s reality. 
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1. Introduction 
A large contributing factor of the contemporary economic-financial crisis is the appalling state of Economics as 
a science—deep in a crisis of its own since the beginning of the previous century (since post-neoclassical eco- 
nomic (Walras, Marshall)). This is in complete contrast with the vast improvements in an individual’s wealth 
and productivity in the last century. 

Despite of, and maybe perhaps because of the continuously growing amount of published books and papers 
the situation is becoming increasingly critical. The main reason for this crisis lies in the misunderstanding and 
misinterpretation of the classics, especially of Walras’s theory [1]; therefore the classics’ and Walras’s theories, 
the monetary theory in particular, has been abandoning. At the same time, modern economic literature is very 
“technical” (mathematical). These mathematically based assumptions nevertheless divorce the consequent 
theory from the real world. This trend is a violation of the crucial condition of classical economic methodology, 
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namely, the reciprocity between theory and reality. 
Walras was the first who used mathematics to describe interdependence between various parts of whole 

economy. His use of mathematics is both effective and impressive, and is based on the latest achievements of his 
time while trying to explore a new direction. For example, Walras’s mathematical model for the economy of in- 
dividual (micro model) is significant achievement and it is the best model to this day. Also, Walras’s unique me- 
thod of equilibrium establishment for macro model, namely, iterative process—tâtonnement, allowed him trans- 
forming the disequilibrium state into the equilibrium state; and by means of that the problem of solution of the 
equation system where the number of unknowns is large than the number of independent equations is overcame. 
And, these alls before much more than century! Walras’s vision was that “Then mathematical economics will 
rank the mathematical sciences of astronomy and mechanics; and on that day justice will be done our work” ([2], 
pp. 47-48).  

This is opposite of the modern mathematician-economists asserting that Walras’s mathematics is primitive, 
clumsy, dubious, and even incorrect; and by this they have been trying to delegitimate Walras’s mathematical 
achievements. Almost every author who has written about Walras and his economics has felt obliged to em- 
phasize this fact.  

Whilst, modern mathematical models of economics and financial sectors are generally separated and are very 
complicate but majority of them are weakly connected with reality, for example: modern general equilibrium 
theory [3] [4]. Instead of gradually updating some of the Walrasian old-fashion assumptions by new ones that 
are compatible with contemporary economics modern general equilibrium theory has been rediscovering and 
using almost all of Walras’s assumptions; moreover, new, unrealistic assumptions were introduced, making 
modern economic theory incompatible to reality. Post-Walras’s economists ignore Walras’s less known assump- 
tions and blame him for disregarding the problem of equilibrium existence, uniqueness and stability and com- 
parative-static. Therefore, their main objective since the beginning of the 20th century was the rigorous proof of 
equilibrium existence. However, this proof was based on unrealistic assumptions and along the road the goal of 
economics was lost. 

Classics considered money theory as a central and non-separate from the economic one and have discussed 
their reciprocal influence. Schumpeter stated that Walras “created the modern theory of money. In fact, his 
theory of money and credit is simply part of this general theory of economic equilibrium” ([5], p. 1082); see also 
[6] [7].  

Majority of economists since Pareto, unfortunately, misunderstood and misinterpreted Walras’s general equi- 
librium theory, especially, theory of money. They claim that Walras’s theory is both incomplete and even wrong, 
or that the problem of money is not discussed by him at all [8]. Moreover, from the very beginning, Walras’s 
money theory is simply ignored1.  

Crucial attribute of Walras’s money theory, which was completely misunderstood and was absolutely given 
up yields serious confusion, is the fact that Walras as well as Smith considered two types of money: money as a 
medium of exchange, a measure of value and store of value where the money commodity (numéraire) has to 
used; and money for circulating where either the money commodity (numéraire) or fiat money might be used. 
Thus, there are two different prices for the money commodity: a) when money commodity is used as a measure 
of value its price equal to one; b) when money commodity is used in circulating its price equal to the rate of in- 
terest.  

In contrast, in the works of most post-Walras economists economic and financial sectors are separated and 
these authors have been claiming that money commodity (numéraire) is not money [9]. Therefore, it is not ac- 
cidental that post-Walras’s money theory is generally considered one type of money—fiat money: “We now live 
instead in a world of pure ‘fiat’ units of account, where the value of each depends solely upon the policies of the 
particular central bank with responsibility for it” ([10], p. 1; see also [11] [12]). Moreover in the modern general 
equilibrium theory, money either disappeared (Arrow-Debreu Model) (vide infra), or is considered in very sim- 
plified form and with unrealistic assumptions (see Applicable (Computable) General Equilibrium, Input-Output 
Analysis, and Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium Theory).  

The paper consists of this introduction, three sections and a conclusion. The second section, The Relationship 
between Economic Theory and Reality, discussed the relationship between the economic theory and reality. Here, 
Walras’s ten unknown assumptions are considered, which were rediscovered by post-Walras authors and has 

 

 

1Recently published two books: The foundations of monetary economics [58], and Capital Theory [59], have totally ignored Walras’s con-
tributions. 
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been using in proving of equilibrium existence. Yet, six unrealistic assumptions of the modern economic theory 
are discussed.  

The third section, Using of Mathematics in Economic Theory, is divided into two parts: 1) the first part dem-
onstrates Walras’s achievement in the using of mathematics in his general equilibrium theory; the complete 
model for the individual’s economy for the circulating and money economy is firstly presented; illustrates Wal-
ras’s common method of equilibrium establishment and re-establishment, how the initial disequilibrium state is 
transformed into the equilibrium state by his famous algorithm—tâtonnement. 2) The second part considers the 
Arrow-Debreu model as representative of the modern general equilibrium theory (MGET).  

The fourth section, The Theory of Money, is also divided into two parts: 1) the first part discusses Walras’s 
theory of money, its main characteristics and attributes, in both micro and macro levels; 2) the second part con- 
siders the modern theory of money: firstly, Clower’s microfoundation of monetary theory is observed; secondly, 
the modern monetary theory is generally discussed.  

2. The Relationship between Economic Theory and Reality 
Following the classics (Smith, Ricardo, and Marx) Walras determined the method firstly to sciences in general 
and then specifically to economic science as:  

… the pure theory of economies ought to take over from experience certain concepts, like those of ex-
change, supply, demand, market, capital, income, productive services and products. From these real-type 
concepts the pure science of economies should then abstract and define ideal-type concepts in terms of 
which it carries on its reasoning. The return to reality should not take place until the science is completed 
and then only with a view to practical application. Thus in an ideal market we have ideal prices which stand 
in an exact relation to an ideal demand and supply ([2], p. 71). 

From this the following three statements are derived: first, there should be the reciprocal relationship between 
theory and reality; second, Abstract Theory means the simplification of real economics by means of assumptions; 
and third, the main task of such a theory should be its practical application ([2], p. 72; see also [13]). 

As it was mentioned above the “abstract method” means that theory reproduces real economic life only in a 
“simpler” form, in such way that theory has not be contradict reality, moreover, it has to be guided by reality. It 
is clear that abstract theory could never reproduce reality exactly, but theory must be as close as possible to it 
([14], p. 1).  

For example, Walras assumed that his general equilibrium theory is characterized by free competition, uni- 
form prices and public sector (taxation) and international trade are not included. But, in Walras’s approach to the 
equilibrium state there might be voluntary unemployment of services (including labor) with strict positive price2. 
In the post-Walrasian approach (including the modern one), in such a case price is equal to zero, something that 
contradicts reality (vide infra). In this case, it is not “abstract method” but absurdity (vide infra).   

Scientific approach is also characterized by evolutionary approach. The evolutionary approach means compa- 
tibility between progress of human society and economic theory. This means that paradigms must be replaced 
accordance with changes in economics, such that there has to be compatibility between them. This may be car- 
ried out by a step by step approach as Walras suggested considering four types of economy, according to the 
evolution of human society: the 1) exchange, 2) production, 3) capital formation and credit, and 4) circulation 
and money ([15], pp. 367-368)3. Each economy is characterized by its specific markets, but the markets of prior 
economy are included in the market system of the subsequent economy ([2], p. 40). 

Yet, the laws of equilibrium establishment for any certain type of economy (low level) have to be included for 
the next types of economies (higher level) [16]. For example, the law of supply and demand established for an 
exchange economy—where it was assumed that there exist both demand and supply functions for all goods. 
Walras included this law for the following types of economy, where supply function for goods and demand 
functions for services are not used. However, in order to use this law, his model of general equilibrium included 
two system of equations: 1) a system of equations to obtain the supply price (cost of production) for a good to 
compare this to its corresponding selling (demand) price, as determined from its demand curves; and 2) a system 

 

 

2In Walras’s scheme of the subject, pure economics dealt with the abstract analysis of a fully competitive economy, a hypothetical but 
broadly realistic model’ ([60], p. 210). 
3Therefore, we cannot agree with Van Daal which claims that this approach was intended by Walras “as pedagogical devices” ([15], pp. 
xxvii-xxix). 
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of equations to obtain demand (required) quantities of services, to compare with its corresponding supply quan- 
tities as determined from its supply curves (for how this works, see below).  

2.1. Walras’s Assumptions and Definitions 
Let us now to consider Walras’s assumptions and definitions. First, two well-known assumptions would be dis- 
cussed: free (not perfect!) competition and uniform prices. In the market with free competition, the internal 
forces of market establish equilibrium prices, which are guarantied by free movement for each individual, in and 
out of the market, according to his own wishes only. This means that each individual participates in the estab- 
lishment of equilibrium prices and might influence their magnitude. Therefore, each individual in the market 
with free competition is much more “price maker” than “price taker”, which is opposite to the claiming of the 
modern authors that in Walras’s economy is “price taker”. Yet, Walras’s economy is a decentralized economy, 
where individuals organize their economic life. This is contrary to the statement of some modern economists 
who claim that Walras’s economy is a centralized economy.  

Second, well-known assumption, uniform prices—price of each good and service is the same for all consum- 
ers and entrepreneurs—is generally consistent to the market with free competition. 

Walras also assumed, fortunately, a number of assumptions in his Elements, except above mentioned well- 
known assumptions: free competition and uniform prices, which until today have been ignoring by post-Wa- 
lras’s economists, however these assumptions enable to achieve at equilibrium state where might be voluntary 
unemployment with strictly positive prices. It must be emphasized that majority of Walras’s assumptions have 
been rediscovering by the modern authors and have been using in the proving of equilibrium existence.  

There are the relevant assumptions and definitions in Walras’s general equilibrium theory:  
1) Strictly decreasing or strictly increasing curves (functions) ([2], p. 466 and p. 467])  
2) Continuity or discontinuity of curves (functions) 
Demand and supply curves for an individual may be either continuous or discontinuous while total demand 

and supply curves should be continuous ([2], p. 95]. 
3) Effective offer and effective demand  
Walras determined the effective offer ([2], p. 84) and the effective demand ([2], p. 85) as, for a particular 

quantity, there is only one price, and vice versa that is consistence with two previous assumptions.  
4) Condition for partial equilibrium state (effective offer = effective demand) ([2], p. 85) 
5) Boundary of demand and offer  
The demand and the offer curves are bounded by an available quantity from above for both the individual and 

total economies ([2], p. 116; p. 166; p. 171).  
6) Positiveness of prices 
Prices, both goods for consumption and services are strictly positive ([2], p. 170 and p. 249).  
7) Primary (original) and derived (general) functional relations 
Walras considered two types of functional relations between price and quantity for both demand and offer. 

The first was the primary (original) functional relation. This means that the quantity of a certain commodity de- 
pends only on its price and conversely the price of a certain commodity depends only on its quantity. In other 
words, there is a reversible relationship between quantity and price for a certain commodity separately. Walras’s 
second functional relationship is the derived (general) relationship. In this case the quantity (demand or supply) 
of any commodity depends on the prices of all commodities and services. Here the principle of reversibility does 
not hold. A derived functional relation is a result of the solution of the model for each individual’s economy for 
any given prices system (vide infra).   

8) Standard measure of utility ([2], p. 117) 
9) Direct and indirect utility 
Walras considered two types of utility. The first, direct utility, which is the utility of a certain commodity or 

services consumed by an individual and they are appearing in the utility function. The second type of utility is 
the indirect utility of certain commodities which are not consumed directly by individuals, but are required dur- 
ing either the consumption or production process; and therefore, they are not appearing in the utility function.  

10) Data  
According to Walras’s approach, each individual schedules his demand for and supply of goods and services 

([2], p. 93). Yet, the data are not change during the process of equilibrium establishment on the first phase of the 
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establishment of equilibrium ([2], p. 242); and then changing of the data the re-establishment of equilibrium 
might be required on the second phase of the establishment of equilibrium. 

2.2. Unrealistic Assumptions of the Modern Economic Theory 
Instead of gradually replaced some Walrasian outdated assumptions by assumptions that are compatible with 
contemporary economics such as mixed (free and imperfect) competition, price discrimination and international 
trade and taxation (public sector), modern general equilibrium theory has been rediscovering and using almost 
all of Walras’s assumptions; moreover, also introduced an additional unrealistic assumptions that makes modern 
economic theory incompatible to reality. Post-Walras’s economists ignoring Walras’s unknown assumptions and 
have been blaming him as if the problem of equilibrium existence, uniqueness and stability and comparative- 
static was not discussed him at all. Therefore, the main task of them since 30th was the rigorous proof of equili- 
brium existence. However, this proof was based on unrealistic assumptions, and therefore, in the way of proof- 
ing the economics was lost.  

The following unrealistic assumptions are used in the modern economic theory:    
1) Price of several goods and services might be equal to zero and even might be negative. 
Post-Walras authors misunderstood Walras’s method of equilibrium establishment, namely, that Walras used 

two macro model (equilibrium and disequilibrium) and demonstrated how disequilibrium model is transformed 
into equilibrium model by iterative process (tâtonnement), blamed him as if he considered only equilibrium 
model, characterized by equations system with equality [28]-[30]. Therefore, they substituted the effective 
supply of factors by their available quantities and the cost of production by the given selling prices of commodi- 
ties in the Walras’s equations of quantities of services and of prices of commodities, respectively. Then, the de- 
mand quantities for services by sectors of production and prices of services are became unknowns. The results 
of the solution of such equations system by the tools of mathematics are that some prices of services might be 
zero and even negative [23]. Some economists accepted that prices might be zero but disagreed that the price 
might be negative. Therefore, in order to eliminate such possibilities the equality was replaced by inequality. 
Unfortunately, this replacement caused another difficulty, and it yields the following unrealistic assumption.  

2) Free good conception (non-classical). 
This assumption says us that when there is an excess supply of a service (a product), i.e., an unused part of the 

service (the good) it is called “free good” (mockery to the Classical free goods conception) and its price equals 
zero. In other words, in equilibrium, if a certain service is not fully employed, then its price is zero. For example, 
if unemployment exists, then wages should be equal to zero [16] [17]. But in this case, such a theory contradicts 
reality (vide infra). 

3) All economic agents (consumers and producers) are concentrated in one whole model. 
This type of model, when all economical agents are included (comprised) in one model, differs from Walras’s 

model where each economic agent (consumers and producers) solves his economic problems individually (sep- 
arately) depending only on his personal goals (maximum utility, or maximum profits, and so on) by micro model; 
afterward, the adjustment between these individual solutions occurs by the macro model. In other words the 
process is divided into two stages: individual activities and the adjustment between them, i.e., establishment of 
equilibrium. It must be stressing that this approach is based on real economics and therefore, there is a natural 
integration between microeconomics and macroeconomics. In the case when all agents included in one model, 
the solution of individuals’ economic problems and their adjustment (equilibrium establishment) has simulta- 
neously occurred. This approach has two problematic issues: firstly, since models of all individuals are solved 
together, it is natural that an interpersonal comparison of their goals (utilities) occurs; secondly, and most im- 
portant, such model has huge dimensions, which makes impossible its practical realization (solution) even by 
means of the modern superpower computer. 

4) The excess demand (supply) for goods and services is determined as a difference between the final endow- 
ment and the initial (available) endowment.  

Such determination of the excess demand (supply) has some negative consequences from the point of eco- 
nomics. First, the demand and supply are not directly determined; therefore there is illusion that as if the whole 
available quantity of commodities and services are traded. Consequently, second, it is not clear what part of 
commodities and services is actually traded and what part is not traded, that is, what part is unemployed (unsold). 
Finally, despite of that the excess demand is sometimes determined as a function of prices the original linkage 
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between prices and quantities is destroyed (vide infra).  
5) There is only one type of money—fiat money. 
From the seventies, the majority of countries of the world used a fiat money as standard money; fiat money 

replaced the money commodity and had to fulfill all four functions of money. But this is opposite with the prin- 
cipal statement of classical money theory, that only money commodity have to serve as a measure of value, and 
fiat money has to be only used in circulation. Moreover, the quantity of fiat money must be regularized by the 
quantity of the money commodity [18] [19].  

The replacement of the money commodity by the fiat money has yielded several undesirable phenomena, 
predecessors of the financial bubbles. First, because the fiat money has no objective value4, economics is ma- 
naged without valuating of goods and services. Second, because there is only one type of money, namely fiat 
money, there is only one price—the rate of interest and the price of the money commodity is absent. Therefore, 
this is another reason why fiat money cannot be served as a measure of value. Third, there are no obstacles and 
no limit to printing paper money [17]-[19]. 

6) The demand function for money is an inverse function to the income function. 
Modern monetary theory is essentially based on the money theory of Keynes; however, the latter is incom- 

plete and even incorrect. For example, Keynes asserted that the liquidity function of the amount of cash depends 
mainly on the income.   By means of this, Keynes assumed that the liquidity function is the inverse function of 
the income function. However, the inverse function exist only for the function of one variable with specific 
properties, namely, the function must be either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing function. But, the income 
function is the function for many variables (prices and available quantities for all categories—goods, factors of 
production (labour, fixed capital and money) and so on). Therefore, the assumption that the income function as 
the function of one variable, ones of money, ones of available quantities of either labour or fixed capital, is in- 
correct [19].  

The modern economic theory, based even if on one of above mentioned unrealistic assumptions, is incompat- 
ible with reality; hence its applicability is doubtful, though from the point of view of used mathematics it might 
be indeed remarkable achievement. In practice, several unrealistic assumptions are simultaneously used by the 
modern economic theory for the serious issues.  

3. Using of Mathematics in Economic Theory 
Walras stated that a successful realization of his program of general equilibrium theory could be only imple- 
mented by means of using mathematics throughout all three parts, especially for pure theory ([2], p. 43; see also 
p. 72). At the same time, Walras understood the difficulties of using mathematics in economic theory and addi- 
tional difficulties that involved overcoming his colleagues’ obstacles ([2], pp. 47-48). 

Hence, it is not accidental that modern authors have tried to persuade us that current economics “became” 
mathematical science [73] [74]. Supposedly, these claims are based on the well-known law of the dialectics 
whereby quantitative changes become qualitative changes. For this to happen, these works must research eco- 
nomic problems, which, unfortunately, are not the case [1]. 

To make their argument more convincing the modern authors have been trying to delegitimate Walras’s ma- 
thematics claiming that it is primitive, clumsy, dubious, and even incorrect. Almost every author who has writ- 
ten about Walras and his economics has felt obliged to emphasize this fact ([20], p. 1; [15], p. xxxi). 

Even Jaffé capitulated to the common attack on Walras’s mathematics, and, unfortunately, joined Walras’s 
critics ([21], p. 347; [2], p. 5). 

To sum up, the following main claims have been made against Walras’s mathematics in post-Walras mathe- 
matical economic literature: 

1) Walras’s general equilibrium theory has only contained equalities5;  
2) Walras did not discuss existence of equilibrium and reduced existing problems to the equality of the num-

bers, of variables and independent equations of the model6.  
3) Walras did not consider the problem of comparative static ([22], p. 61).  

 

 

4Magill, M. and M. Quinzii ([11], p. 304) write “our money is fiat money and not deposit money” [12]. 
5Walras thought that the existence question is answered as soon as we have counted equations and unknowns, and found that they are equal 
in number’ ([61], p. 106). 
6Van Daal ([15], xxviii) writes: “He considered it as guaranteed by the equality of the numbers of variables and independent equations of the 
model” (see also [62], p. 4; [63], p. 284]. 
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4) Walras’s tâtonnement is clumsy and primitive ([3], p. 4); [23].  
5) Walras’s model is only characterized by the market clearing principle where the total offer is equal to its 

total available quantity [22].  
6) Walras’s general equilibrium theory does not know “Walras’ Law” ([24], p. 40).   
7) Walras’s tâtonnement is the process of adjustment only of prices without of quantities ([25], p. 4; [26], p. 99). 
In order to verify whether these claims are true or false let us describe Walras’s original models: micro and 

macro economics by presenting them in the modern mathematical terms.  
Finally, I would like to emphasize that models, micro and macro, in this paper are only “the translation” of 

Walras’s original models into the modern mathematical language.  

3.1. Walras’s Model of Individual’s Economy in Circulation and Money 
The economy of individuals is essential in Walras’s general equilibrium theory. The process of equilibrium es- 
tablishment is started by the solution of a mathematical model for each individual allowing him/her to obtain the 
demand and supply for goods and services (including money). First, the mathematical model is uniform for all 
kinds of agents’ economy7. Second, the model of individual’s economy illustrates Walras’s evolutionary ap- 
proach. Unfortunately, when Walras’s approach is discussed in the post-Walrasian literature, the model of indi- 
vidual’s economy is presented either through the exchange economy (in general), or through the production 
economy8. Moreover, this representation of Walras’s model differs from his original model and is incomplete 
(vide infra).  

It must be pointed out that after production economy Walras discussed only new additional markets, characte- 
ristic of discussing economy, assuming that markets of previous economies (Exchange and Production) are in- 
cluded in both micro and macro models. Therefore, to my best knowledge, neither Walras nor post-Walras au- 
thors have presented the complete model of individual’s economy for Circulation and Money. Conversely, the 
model of the whole (macro) economy was completely presented (only for equilibrium state) by Jolink and van 
Daal ([27], pp. 151-158).  

Now, Walras’s original and complete model for each individual’s economy in the Circulation and Money 
economy might be formulated as:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 31 1 1 1

1 1

Maximize m t t t p p p l k k
i i i j j j j j j j j j e e

m m
i i i i i i e e

x y y y x

x x x

= = = =

′ ′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′= =

Σ Φ + Σ Φ +Σ Φ +Σ Φ +Φ

+Σ Φ +Σ Φ +Φ
        (3.1-1) 

subject to 
( )

1 1 1 1 1, 1, 2, ,t t t t
j j j jy d o q j t− + = =  ,                            (3.1-2) 

( )
2 2 2 2 2, 1, 2, ,p p p p

j j j jy d o q j p− + = =  ,                           (3.1-3) 

( )
3 3 3 3 3, 1, 2, ,k k k k
j j j jy d o q j l− + = =  ,                           (3.1-4) 

e e e ex d o q− + = ,                                 (3.1-5) 

( ), 1, 2, ,i i i ix d o q i m′ ′ ′ ′ ′− + = =  ,                          (3.1-6) 

1 m
u u u u i i i e eo p q p x p x p′ ′ ′ ′′ ′ ′ ′== −Σ −                             (3.1-7) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3

1 2 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 0

m t t t t t t p p p p p p
i i i j j j j j j j j j j j j

l k k l k k m m
j j j j j j e e e e i i i i i i

m S m m
i i i u u s s s e e

x x p o p d p o p d p

o p d p o p d p o p d p

x p q p q p x p

= = = = =

′ ′ ′ ′= = = =

′′ ′′ ′ ′ ′= =

+ ∑ −∑ +∑ −∑ +∑

−∑ +∑ − + −∑ +∑

+∑ − −Σ + =

              (3.1-8) 

( ) ( )( )1 1 2 3, , , , , , , , , , , and 0, 2,3, , ;  1, 2, , ,i j e j j i i i i e e ux x y x d o x x o d d o o i m j j j j n t p l′ ′′ ′ ′ ≥ = + + = + +     (3.1-9) 

 

 

7“In the economic literature the difference between the production units (firms) and consumption units (households) is very relative” ([64], p  
4). 
8“What cutes know about Walras amounts to the following caricature. Walras developed the general economic equilibrium model, but did 
not care about uniqueness and stability of an equilibrium” [65]. 
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where 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,i i j j e e i i i i e ex y x x x x′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ —utility functions for product, for services, for net income, 

for circulating capital goods, for circulating capital goods and net income in monetary terms respectively; 
, , ,j i e uq q q q′ —is the available quantities of services, of circulating capital goods, of net income and of money 

respectively;  
, , , , , , ,i j e i i u u ep p p p p p p p′ ′′ ′ ′ —is the price of product, of services, of net income, of circulating capital goods, 

of circulating capital goods in monetary terms, price of numeraire, price of money, and price of net income in 
monetary commodity terms, respectively;  

, ,i i ex x x′′ ′ —is the demand quantity for product i, for circulating capital goods in monetary terms, and for net 
income in monetary terms, respectively; 

, , , , , ,j j i i e e ud o d o d o o′ ′ —is the demand or offer of services j; or the demand or offer of the circulating capital 
goods; or the demand or offer of net income; and the offer of money, respectively; 

, ,j i ey x x′ —is the quantity of services which finally remains at the individual’s disposal as a result of ex- 
change and it is equal either to (qj + dj) or (qj – oj); or it is the quantity of circulating capital goods which finally 
remain with the individual as a result of exchange; it is equal either to ( )i iq d′ ′+  or ( )i iq o′ ′= − ; or it is the 
quantity of net income which finally remains with the individual as the result of exchange, and it is equal to (qe 
+ de) or (qe + oe); 
• conditions (3.1-2)-(3.1-4) indicate that an offer of a certain service cannot exceed its available quantity; 
• condition (3.1-5) indicates that an offer of a net income cannot exceed its available quantity; 
• conditions (3.1-6) indicate that an offer of certain circulating capital goods cannot exceed its available quanti- 

ty; 
• condition (3.1-7) indicates that an offer of a money for circulation cannot exceed its available quantity; 
• condition (3.1-8) is a budget constraint for individual, which means that the demand for product used as the 

numéraire depends on the balance between the value of demand (expenditure) for products not used as the 
numéraire ( )2

m
i i ix p=∑ , the demand for services ( )1

n
j j jd p=∑ , the demand for net income (depe) and the de- 

mand for circulating capital goods ( )1
m
i i id p′ ′=∑ , i.e., 

( )1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 32 1 1 1 1 m t t t p p p l k k m
i i i j j j j j j j j j e e i i id x p d p d p d p d p d p′ ′= = = = == ∑ + ∑ +∑ +∑ + +∑ ,           (3.1-10) 

and the value of offer (income) of services ( )1
n
j j jo p=∑ , offer of net income (oepe),  offer of circulating capital 

goods ( )1
m
i i io p′ ′=∑ , offer of money for circulation ( )u uo p ′ , offer of raw materials ( )1

S m m
s s sq p=Σ , i.e., 

( )1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 31 1 1 1 1
t t t p p p l k k m S m m
j j j j j j j j j e e i i i u u s s so o p o p o p o p o p o p q p′ ′ ′= = = = == ∑ + ∑ +∑ + +∑ + + Σ ,         (3.1-11) 

and 
( )1d o d= − .                                      (3.1-12) 

This model is characterized by some special attributes:  
a) for each service (goods) either the demand for or the offer of is obtained;  
b) the offer is limited by the available quantity; i.e., the offer might be less or equal to available quantity;  
c) the demand for the money commodity is equal to the income minus the expenditure;  
d) the demand for all goods (or services) is limited by the budget constraint; 
e) The derived demand (supply) function for all categories (products, services and so on) for the Circulation 

and Money economy, is obtained as a result of the individual model solution that includes all the following pa-
rameters: the prices of products (pi) and the parameter of their utility function (φi); the available quantity of ser-
vices (qj), their prices (pj), and the parameter of their utility function (φj); the price of a new income (pe) and the 
parameter of its utility function (φe); the available quantity of circulating products ( )iq ′ , their prices ( )ip ′ , and 
the parameter of their utility function ( )iφ ′ ; the available quantities of raw materials ( )m

sq  and their prices 
( )m

sp ; the available quantity of money for circulation (qu), its price ( )up ′  and the utility functions’ parameters 
of circulating products in monetary terms ( )iφ ′′  including commodity an income (E). This is: 

( 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 1 1

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ; ; , , , ;

, , , ; ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ; ; , , , ;

, , , ; ; , , ; , , ; , ,

t t t p p p k k k
m t p l e m

m m m t t t p p p k k k
s u t p l e m

m m m t t p p
s u m t p

d f p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p q q q q q q q q q q q q q

q q q q φ φ φ φ φ φ

′ ′ ′

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

′ ′ ′

=     

    

    )1 1 1; , , ; , , ; , , ; ; ;k k
l m m e eφ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′  

      (3.1-13) 
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For simplicity, d is used to express a common notation for demand and supply functions for all kinds of 
commodities and services;  

(f) The condition—guarantees maximum satisfaction for each individual in this model—the marginal utility of 
a certain good (service) is equal to marginal utility of the money commodity (numeraire) multiplied by the price 
of the good (service) in question. This condition is identical to the way Walras formulated it ([2], p. 164) 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 , 1, 2, ,i i ix p x i mφ φ= =                           (3.1-14) 

where ( )i ixφ  is marginal utility of good i, ( )1 1xφ  is a marginal utility of the money commodity, and pi is the 
price of good i. 

It has to be emphasized that Walras’s originally derived demand (supply) function, both generally and for 
Circulation and Money, seems to be incomplete; it differs from the above function because it includes only all 
prices 

(
)

2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ;

; , , , ; , , , ; ;

t t t p p p k k k
m t p l

m m m
e m s u

d f p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p p p′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

=    

 

             (3.1-15) 

However, if we take into account Walras’s method of equilibrium establishment this difference is misleading. 
The parameters of Walras’s individual model might be divided into two types: first, the internal parameters, i.e. 
the initial available quantities and the utility functions of goods (services), and, secondly, the external parame- 
ters, i.e., their prices, which from the point of macro economy are unknown. However, it must be pointed out 
that the prices become known for each iteration of the adjustment process (tâtonnement). Consequently, Walras 
divided the process of equilibrium establishment into two stages. The first stage of the process is the establish- 
ment of the equilibrium prices (external parameters) for the given available quantities and utility function (in- 
ternal parameters). The second stage of the process is the analysis of the variation of prices (equilibrium re-es- 
tablishment) when initial quantities and utility functions are changed. Thus, Walras’s definition of derived (gen- 
eral) demand (supply) functions relates to the first stage. This means that the demand (or offer) of a certain 
commodity depends only on the prices of all commodities until general equilibrium is established. When equi- 
librium is established during the second stage of the process, the demand and supply is also dependant on the 
internal parameters—the available quantity and parameters of utility functions. So, Walras’s derived demand 
(offer) function is consistent with the modern mathematical programming. 

Walras’s followers have misunderstood his two stage approach since Pareto [3] [23] [28]-[33]. They altered 
the first stage and although the second stage was realized, this realization differed from Walras’s approach ([34], 
pp. 96-97). It is important to note two things. First, Samuelson considers only two parameters (prices and in-
come) while the third parameter of utility functions is missing. Second, Samuelson assumes that the original 
demand function might be identified with the derived demand function and that it is acceptable for each indi-
vidual. Samuelson’s determination of the derived demand function was borrowed by the modern authors and 
named it “Walrasian demand function” ([35], p. 51)9. 

Moreover, post-Walras’s authors have been claiming that Walras did not discuss problems of comparative 
static in his general equilibrium theory ([22], p. 61; [36])10. 

The aggregation of results for all individuals’ model allows to determine the total quantities of demand (Di) 
for every product; the total offer (Oj) of every services for the production, which are obtained as the difference 
between total offer and total demand for all individuals’ consumption; the total demand of income for savings 
(E); the total offer of every circulating capital goods’ services (Oi’); the total offer of money (Ou) for circulation, 
which is obtained as the difference between total offer (available quantity) and total demand for individuals, 
which would be used in the macro model for the equilibrium establishment.  

3.2. Walras’s Macroeconomic Model for Circulation and Money Economy 
If the equilibrium exists in the framework of the initially given data, in order to realize iterative process 

 

 

9“This demand function has also been called the Marshallian demand function. However, this terminology can create confusion, and so we 
do not use it here” ([35], p. 51). 
10“It was an achievement of the first magnitude for the older mathematical economists to have shown that the number of independent and 
consistent economic relations was in a wide variety of case sufficient to determine the equilibrium values of unknown economic prices and 
quantities” ([34], p. 257]. 
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(tâtonnement) and establish the equilibrium state in addition to the results from “the models of individuals” 
economy (vide supra) the following variables are required: the total demand for services and their offer prices, 
products’ cost of production, the total demand quantities of new capital goods and their supply prices (cost of 
production), the total demand quantities of circulation capital goods, of money and of raw materials. This paper 
considers only the macro model with fiat money for circulating because using of the money commodity does not 
influence the results (see Appendix I). 

To sum up, there are 5m + 2n + 3S + 2l + 4 independent equations to determine 5m + 2n + 3S + 2l + 4 un- 
knowns that guarantee the solution as Walras stated. Indeed, Walras finished the process of equilibrium 
establishment for each economy stating that the number of independent equations equals to the number of 
unknowns in equilibrium state. For example, for the production economy he stated “At all events, in a state of 
equilibrium, there will remain 2m + 2n – 1 equations to determine 2m + 2n – 1 unknowns” ([2], p. 241). Moreo-
ver, Walras specifically emphasized this in the Preface for the 4th edition of Elements: “I feel constrained to 
have always as many equations as there are unknowns in my problems” ([2], p. 47]. So, it seems that the authors, 
who have been claiming that Walras’s proof of equilibrium existence is reduced to the equality between the 
number of indipendent equations and the number of unknowns, are correct.  

However, careful analysis of the mentioned above Walras’s determination of statement draws another picture. 
There are two key words in Walras’s determination of the statment. First, “in equilibrium state”, this means that, 
Walras always emphasized that this statement is only correct in the equilibrium state because, in equilibrium 
state, where (demand = supply) and (cost of production = selling price), two unknowns might be reduced to one. 
So, in equilibrium state the number of unknowns is halfed. Second, by “feel constrained” Walras means that the 
equilibrium state is obtained by the transformation of disequilibrium state, where (demand ≠ supply) and (cost of 
production ≠ selling price), into equilibrium state. So, in disequilibrium state the number of unknowns is greater 
than the number of indipendent equations. In such a case to start equilibrium establishing process (solution) it is 
necessary to give the excess number of unknowns. Therefore, Walras started the solution process for each 
economy by assumption that the excessive number of unknowns is given ([2], Lesson 21, p. 243; see also Les-
son [12], p. 169; Lesson 25, p. 284; Lesson 30, p. 325); for the Exchange, Capital and credit, and Circulation 
and Money economies respectively]. 

The presentation of macro model (3.2-1)-(3.2-15) demonstrates the above discussion. So, actually there are 
additional n + 2m + 2l + 2S + 2 unknowns according to the equation systems (3.2-6)-(3.2-14). In equilibrium 
state, as in this model, the equalities and these unknowns might be eliminated. However, in the beginning of the 
equilibrium establishment process, for any random price system there might be inequality and therefore, these 
unknowns do not eliminate and therefore, in the equation systems (3.2-6)-(3.2-15) instead of equalities would be 
inequalities (see Appendix II). Therefore, the process (tâtonnement) of equilibrium establishment is required. 

In conclusion, Walras’s statement, according to which the number of independent equations is equal to the 
number of unknowns in equilibrium state, is conceived after the equilibrium is established by iterative process 
(tâtonnement), when the disequilibrium state is transformed in the equilibrium state; therefore, it is a necessary 
and satisfactory condition for equilibrium existence. However, since post-Walras’s authors used this statement 
to establish equilibrium (solving the problem), it has become a neccessity, but not a satisfactory condition for 
equilibrium existence. 

3.3. Modern General Equilibrium Theory 
In this section, we discuss the Arrow-Debreu model as representative of the modern GET. It is clear that over the 
last 40 years certain improvements in it have been made, such as the addition of taxation and inter-country trading 
problems. But the theoretical basis of computable GET is still the Arrow-Debreu GE model [3] [37].  

Arrow-Debreu’s basic GE model might be described as follows ([3], p. 107). 
The Arrow-Debreu model is closer to Pareto’s version of GE than Walras. This follows from the fact that the 

problem of the establishment of equilibrium is solved in one stage. In other words, all consumers and all pro- 
ducers are concentrated in one model. However, if there is a strong theoretical solution to the Arrow-Debreu 
model, it is impossible to realize practically even for a small country, as Pareto frankly confessed. In addition, in 
the Arrow-Debreu case, the adjustment process between supply and demand is superfluous. Another difference 
is that prices are obtained by the model’s solution directly, and not determined by means of the given framework 
of demand function for goods and supply functions of services. Hence, prices might reach any magnitude, and 
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some prices might be zero. Therefore, prices in the Arrow-Debreu model do not have any connection to current 
prices11. A final difference is that the utility function for each household is described as a function of all goods 
and all services in one function simultaneously which is practically unrealizable. On the other hand there are two 
additional (positive) properties of the Arrow-Debreu model: firstly, the maximization of profits for each firm, 
and secondly, the distribution of the profits between households that have a share in the firm. However, they 
become useless because in the Arrow-Debreu approach prices of some gods and services might be zero (vide in- 
fra). 

At the same time the Arrow-Debreu approach differs from Pareto’s approach in one central condition of equili- 
brium. Namely, Pareto, as well as Walras, stated that for the equilibrium situation it is necessary that the selling 
prices of goods must equal to its cost of production (supply price). This means that in Pareto’s approach, as well 
as Walras’s, conditions of equilibrium are different for goods and for services. This condition in the Arrow-De- 
breu approach cannot be kept, because the cost of the production of goods is directly not determined; because of 
this it is important that not only the price of some goods might be equal to zero, but also the price of some servic- 
es might be zero. 

The main achievement of modern GET is the proof of equilibrium’s existence “The proof of general equili- 
brium is the crowning achievement of mathematical economics” ([38], p. 440; [39]). It might be that the proof of 
its existence is a mathematical achievement, but the question is whether this proof is harmonious with the eco- 
nomic situation in reality. Therefore, let us discuss the proof of equilibrium existence from the point of view of 
economics. 

For this purpose we shall now discuss the main assumptions of the modern GET. 
Assumption 1 (F). To any p there corresponds a unique number zi(p) called the excess-demand function for i 

and so a unique vector of excess-demand functions z(p). We have ( ) ( ) ( )–i i i iz x y x= −p p p  and call xi(p) the 
demand function and yi(p) the supply function ([3], p. 18). 

This is very crucial assumption since the following assumptions and the whole process are based on this as- 
sumption since Pareto [40]. Firstly, the excess-demand function is used instead of demand and supply separately. 
The excess-demand function is determined by a comparison between the demand function and the supply func- 
tion plus the available quantity of the good. Secondly, the available quantity is not presented as a function of 
price similarly to the demand and supply functions. Such a presentation of available quantity means that trade in 
it does not depend on price. In other words, this means that the available quantity is completely traded for any 
price. Such an approach is based on the implicit assumption that the part of the available quantity that is not 
traded is retained for the use of its owner and is considered as if it was traded. This implicit assumption creates 
the illusion that the available quantity is completely traded. Such approach prevents to determine unsold prod- 
ucts for the exchange economy, and unemployment services for production, capital formation and money econ- 
omies.  

Yet, trading of the available quantity depends on price as well as the quantity produced. So, excess-demand 
zi(p) for i must be determined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )–i i i iz x y x= −p p p p , where ( )i ix x≤p . This means that presenting 
the supply side via two separate components, a newly produced quantity depending on price and the available 
quantity that does not depend on price, is incorrect.  

Finally and this is very significant, according to Walras’s approach for the production [1], capital formation 
[16] and money economies, the demand function for services and the supply functions for produced goods do 
not used. This means that the excess-demand functions cannot be beforehand determined at all for these econo- 
mies.  

Despite the latter conclusion, let us still assume that there is a possibility to obtain excess-demand functions in 
such economies. This gives us a possibility to discuss the other assumptions.    

Assumption 2 (H). z(p) = z(kp) for all p > 0 and k > 0; the excess-demand functions are homogeneous of de- 
gree zero in p. ([3], p. 19).  

It is very difficult to understand this assumption from an economic perspective. First, homogeneous function 
is “very special case” ([41], p. 315). Second, the excess-demand function is the difference between the demand 

 

 

11Moreover, recently Thijs ten Raa stated that shadow prices (Lagrange multipliers) have been using as a prices even for practical applica-
tions of input-output analysis: “If the quantity relations of input-output analysis are used to constrain the efficiency problem of an open 
economy, the associated Lagrange multipliers constitute a competitive price system and, by duality theorem of linear programming, they 
fulfill the value relations of input-output analysis. The phenomenon of complementary slackness and corollary to Carathéodory’s theorem 
identify the comparative advantage of the economy” ([66], p. 15). Such statements mean a regression of economic science at least on fifty 
years. 
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and the supply; therefore, this assumption might be applicable in one case only, namely, when the demand func-
tion and the supply function have a similar characteristic. In general, however, the demand curve is a decreasing 
function and the supply curve is an increasing function. Third, in Walras’s money economy prices (cost of pro- 
duction) of goods are determined by means of services’ prices and the rate of interest, which depends on the 
available quantity of money for circulation. This means that prices of goods and prices of services are differently 
changed. Hence, in an economy where saving, investment and money play a leading role, as distinguished from 
the Arrow-Debreu approach, this assumption might be irrelevant (problematic). Of course, it is much more 
problematic to use normalized prices ([3], pp. 19-20). 

So, one unrealistic assumption is replaced for the other unrealistic assumption by the normalization of prices, 
because the normalization of prices eliminates the reciprocal connection between prices and quantities ([42], p. 
168).  

Assumption 3 (W). For all pb ∈ Sn, pz(p) = 0 (Walras’ Law). In what follows we shall need another, rather 
technical assumption.    

Assumption 4 (C). The vector excess-demand function, z(p), is continuous over its domain of definition, Sn 
([3], p. 21).  

From the arguments that Arrow and Hahn give for the third Assumption 3 ([3], p. 21) follows that the availa-
ble quantity is completely used for any price, as if the existing quantity completely participated in the trade. De-
spite this, generally, only part of the existing quantity genuinely participates in trading. It is necessary to point 
out that Assumption 3—called “Walras’ Law”—which is one of the crucial foundations of modern economic 
theory—both in macro and micro economics—as formulated by Lange [43]-[45], and modified by the modern 
authors, differs essentially from Walras’s original laws [16], [46] and [47]. Moreover, it is an intermediate stage 
of Walras’s own Laws, and there is a significant difference also between Lange’s and modern authors’ versions 
of “Walras’ Law”. Yet, Arrow and Hahn, themselves indicate that there is a certain inconsistency between as-
sumption 3 (W) and assumption 4 (C) ([3], p. 21). 

Before determining equilibrium let us discuss the basic theorem, despite the fact that Arrow and Hahn consi-
dered them in inverse order. They write: 

Theorem 1. If W and z(p*) ≤ 0, then zi(p*) < 0 implies that 0ip∗ =  ([3], p. 23). 
This theorem is known as the free goods conception (non-classical) as it was formulated by post-Walras 

economists. We have discussed it in our works [1], and we have concluded that free goods conception is irrele- 
vant to real contemporary economic life12. Yet, the free goods conception plays crucial importance in the proving 
of existence [36], [39], [48] and [49]. So, we can conclude that the proving of existence is based on free goods 
conception. In other words, without free goods conception proof of equilibrium existence could not be possible. 

Also, problems of saving, investment, interest rate and money, and other economic problems are not dis- 
cussed in this model. At the same time it must be noted that the above assumptions are varied throughout the 
Arrow-Hahn book. Despite this the “spirit” of these basic assumptions, in our opinion, remains unchanged. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium model is irrelevant to real contemporary 
economic life13.  

4. Money Theory 
Classics, who considered money theory as essential to and inseparable from economic theory, have discussed 
their reciprocal influence. Smith discussed his monetary theory, not only in Book II, but also throughout the 
Wealth of Nations. Marx has repeatedly focused on his money theory throughout the four volumes of his Capital. 
One of Walras’s major and unique contributions is the integration of his money theory into his general equili- 
brium theory which enabled him to consider the real economic and financial sector as one integrated system14. 
Schumpeter stated, let to repeat, that “In the same sense in which it is true to say that he (Walras-E.D.) created 
economic statics, the modern theory of economic equilibrium, it is also true to say that he created the modern 
theory of money. In fact, his theory of money and credit is simply part of this general theory of economic equi- 

 

 

12Some modern authors are familiar with the fact that the conception of free goods is irrelevant to real economic life ([67], pp. 11-12; [68], p. 
9). Nevertheless, in proving existence, both authors continue using the free goods conception and to overcome the flaw of free goods con-
ception. 
13Allais wrote: “Any theory whatever, if it is not verified by empirical evidence, has no scientific value and should be rejected” ([69], p. 26). 
14“Walras’s ‘cash-balance’ theory of money is both valuable in itself and remarkable in the way it is integrated into his general equilibrium 
system” ([60], p. 209). 
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librium” ([5], p. 1082).  
Majority of economists since Pareto, unfortunately, misunderstood and misinterpreted Walras’s general equi- 

librium theory, especially, theory of money, and have been claiming that Walras’s theory is both incomplete and 
even wrong [8], or that the problem of money is not discussed by him at all. Economists, who realized that Wa- 
lras discussed the problem of money in his theory, are claiming that he failed in the integration of money in his 
general equilibrium theory15. Therefore, they have been attempting to reconstruct and rewrite it. Moreover, from 
the very beginning, Walras’s money theory is simply ignored.  

Crucial attribute of Walras’s money theory, which was completely misunderstood and was absolutely given 
up, yields serious confusion: is the fact that Walras as well as Smith considered two types of money: money as a 
medium of exchange, a measure of value and store of value where the money commodity (numéraire) has to be 
served and money for circulation where either the money commodity (numéraire) or fiat money might be served. 
Thus, there are two different prices for the money commodity: a) when money commodity is used as a measure 
of value its price equal to one; b) when money commodity is used in circulation its price equal to the rate of in- 
terest. 

In contrast, in the works of most post-Walras economists, the economic and financial sectors are separated, 
and their authors have been claiming that money commodity (numéraire) is not money ([9], p. 3). Walras fore-
saw such misunderstanding his money theory therefore emphasized that “In general, however, the commodity 
which serves as the numeraire serves also as money and acts as a medium of exchange. The standard of measure 
of value thus becomes the monetary standard. The two functions are, nevertheless, distinct, even when they are 
found in the same commodity” ([2], p. 189).  

Therefore, is not accidental that post-Walras’s money theory is generally considered one type of money—fiat 
money. Moreover, in the modern general equilibrium theory, money either disappeared or is considered in very 
simplified form and with unrealistic assumptions.  

4.1. Walras’s Money Theory 
Asserting that “The role of money in the economy of the social body is as important as that of blood in the hu- 
man body,” Walras realized that money theory and the related issues play a crucial role in any economy, but es- 
pecially in modern economics ([15], p. 312). Therefore, in the very beginning of writing of Elements the theory 
of money was the central topic of his general equilibrium theory ([2], p. 54). Furthermore, the theory of money 
was significantly improved for the definitive fourth edition of the Elements “it was my theory of money that un-
derwent the most important changes” ([2], p. 38). 

Walras’s distinction between money commodity (numéraire) and money (for circulation) has been the cause 
of a certain amount of confusion [50]. For example, there are many economists, who claim that Walras’s GET is 
only a barter exchange economy and money does not play any role. Majority of authors identifying fiat money 
with money and modern theory used only fiat money. I addition, if we take into account the fact that the con- 
temporary world economy is governed by fiat money, the issue of the relationship between numéraire and 
money becomes crucial not only in order to understand Walras’s monetary theory, but also to understand mod- 
ern money theory as in general.  

Classics distinguished between the functions of money and money as a service. Money has the following 
functions: 1) measure of value; 2) medium of exchange (payment); 3) a store of value; and 4) it is used as world 
money. Walras, in his general equilibrium theory considered only the closed economy and therefore the last 
function of money was not discussed. The first three functions of money are carried out by the money commod- 
ity (numéraire), and it is used in such role for all four economies. Walras used money as a service for lending 
and borrowing only for high level economy—circulation and money ([2], p. 270). 

Walras realized the property of money, as a service, entirely in the last economy, Circulation and Money, 
where money is also used as a service of circulation ([2], p. 317). This means that in the calculation in the equa-
tion of the cost of production of the produced goods the price of a certain product used as a circulation capital is 
determined as a price of product in question multiple a price of money’s service, the rate of interest (vide supra).  

So, according to Walras’s approach there are two different types of money. The first type of money for ac- 
complishing the functions of money, and its price is one. The second type of money is used as its service for 
circulation, and its price is the rate of interest. Walras used fiat money only as the second type, whilst the money 

 

 

15“In particular, the best-developed modern Walrasian general equilibrium models cannot find room for money” [63] [70]. 
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commodity (numéraire) might be used in both. In addition, it is necessary to stress that these types of money 
must be used simultaneously. This means that numéraire and fiat money ought to co-exist and serve economic 
functions. Therefore, fiat money cannot substitute money commodity, i.e., fiat money cannot stand alone. 
Moreover, the quantity of fiat money is linked with the quantity of the money commodity used as numéraire 
([51], p. 284; see also p. 288 and p. 290). From this we might conclude that numéraire could be used instead of 
fiat money, but fiat money cannot serve as numéraire, i.e., fiat money never fulfills the first three functions of 
money in the general sense and therefore numéraire and fiat money must be used simultaneously. 

One of crucial achievements of Walras’s general equilibrium theory is reciprocal interconnection between 
micro and macroeconomics, i.e., exchanging information between them in the iterative process (tâtonnement) of 
equilibrium establishment. The same is true for the money theory of Walras. 

By means of solution of the model of individual (micro) the three categories of money are obtained and used 
in macro model (vide supra):  

1) The demand of money commodity for consumption, in terms of money commodity (numéraire). 
2) Either the demand or the supply of income commodity for saving, in terms of money commodity. 
3) The supply of money for circulation (cash) in production, in terms of either money commodity or paper 

money, which is determined as the difference between the available quantity of money (cash) minus the demand 
for money and money for savings from the side of consumers16. 

By the aggregation of the results for all individuals the total demand for money commodity, the total demand 
for saving (income commodity), and the total supply of money for circulating is determined. On the other hand, 
in the macro level the total supply of money commodity, the total demand for investment determined by entre- 
preneurs and the total demand for money for circulation has to be determined. Yet, in the macro model, the cost 
of production for the money commodity is also calculated similarly to other products for consumption.   

 The effective demand and the effective supply of money, at each iteration, for a certain price of the service of 
money, are compared to each other and if there is equality between them, i.e., there is equilibrium. In case of 
inequality, however, the new price of the service of money (the rate of interest) is determined according to rela- 
tion between them. This process is similar to Walras’s law of equilibrium establishment for circulation and 
money: “The price of the service of money is established through its rise or fall according as the desired cash 
balance is greater or less than the quantity of money” (italics original) ([2], p. 327).  

So, the information, which is passed to micro economics from macro, includes three prices (vide supra):  
1) the price of the money commodity, which in equilibrium is equal to one; 
2) the rate of income; 
3) the rate of interest. It must be emphasized that Walras assumed that in equilibrium the rate of income is 

equal to the rate of interest.  
The mutual exchange information between macro and micro economics continues as long as either general 

equilibrium is established, or it becomes clear the equilibrium is not achievable in the framework of assumptions 
and in light of the initial data, which is not varied during the iterative process of equilibrium establishment. 
However, if equilibrium might be established, individuals who find themselves out of equilibrium state might 
change their initial data (parameters of utility functions and the available quantities of services and products). In 
such a case, therefore, Walras considered re-establishment of equilibrium. Since such changing might have a 
permanent character, general equilibrium is never achieved, which this means that real economics is in a con- 
stant state of disequilibrium. As Walras has repeatedly stated: “The state of equilibrium, to which real markets 
always tend without ever attaining it” ([15], p. 365; see also [2], p. 380). This means that applied theory deals 
with a situation when conditions of equilibrium are destroyed. In the world of Pure Theory where the regime of 
free competition is governed such distortion will be automatically transformed to new equilibrium. But since in 
the real world such markets as monopoly, oligopoly and, as well as free competition are involved, this kind of 
distortion would be persistent. In order to minimize this distortion of equilibrium, Walras proposed the State’s 
intervention ([15], pp. 372-373). The important issue here is in which cases and to what degree must or should 
the State intervene [52].  

Walras emphasized the specific role of money in distortion of general equilibrium because that changing of 
price of money impacts directly on prices of almost all products. Hence, changing price of money yields chang- 

 

 

16Therefore, we cannot agree with Siven who states that “In a Walrasian general equilibrium model, we would ordinarily expect one equili-
brium condition for each market. The number of independent equilibrium conditions will, via Walras’s law, be one fewer than the total 
number of markets” ([71], p. 687; see also [72], [73]). 
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ing prices of products and the result is a disorder of equilibrium. Walras stated: 

“This general disorder of the economic equilibrium is called a crisis. Theoreticians of the orthodox school 
strive in vain to convince us that ‘money is a commodity like any other’; it is not commodity like any other 
when each variation in either its utility or its price provokes a crisis. … I mean to convey when I vaunt the 
advantages of price stability” ([15], p. 84). 

In the case of deep crises Walras recommended that the State should intervene and regulate the quantity of 
money: “Therefore the state should issue the money and, if necessary, regulate the production of precious metals 
according to the country’s needs and prohibit or make rules for the issue of banknotes and the use of account 
money” ([15], p. 373). 

4.2. Modern Money Theory 
Since the seventies, the majority of countries have been using the fiat money as standard money; hence, fiat 
money replaced the money commodity and had to fulfill all four functions of money17. But this is opposes the 
principal statement of classical money theory, according to which only money commodity have to serve as a 
measure of value, and fiat money has to be used for circulating. Moreover, the quantity of fiat money must be 
regularized by the quantity of the money commodity (vide supra).  

Theoretical and practical backgrounds for that process, unfortunately, were not properly discussed. As both 
Friedman, the guru of monetarism and Nobel Prize laureate, and Schwartz have written: “Unfortunately, there 
are currently legal obstacles to any developments that would enable gold to be used not only as a store of value 
or part of an asset portfolio but as a unit of account or a medium of circulation. Hence, the current situation pro- 
vides little evidence on what would occur if those obstacles were removed” ([53], p. 47). To the best of our 
knowledge, unfortunately, they did not reveal here or anywhere else, what kind of “legal obstacles” they refer to 
because they do not exist. So, modern economics is “governed” by fiat money, namely by American dollar. 

The replacement of the money commodity by the fiat money has yielded several phenomena, predecessors of 
the current financial bubbles. First, because the fiat money has no objective value, economics (markets) have 
managed without valuating goods and services. Second, because there is only one type of money, namely fiat 
money, there is only one price—the price of the service of money (the rate of interest) while the price of the 
money served as a measure of value (equal to one) is absent. Therefore, this is another reason why fiat money 
cannot be served as a measure of value. Third, there are no obstacles and no limit to printing paper money. 

Modern theory of money is generally concentrated on the macroeconomic level [54] [55]; despite that, it is 
convenient that the modern microeconomic theory has been compatible with reality rather than with macroeco- 
nomic theory. However, since Walras, unfortunately, microeconomics theory has not developed from the point 
of view of money theory. Let us to elucidate our above mentioned argumentation using the well-known paper of 
Clower [56] “A Reconsideration of the Microfoundations of Monetary Theory”18. Here Clower has identified 
post-Walras theory of money with Walras’s theory, such that if the modern theory is incorrect then the same is 
true for Walras’s theory ([56], p. 81). However, fortunately, this statement of Clower and other authors is gener-
ally mistaken (vide infra). This is a clear example of the modern authors’ blaming Walras’s theory for using in-
correct theories by other modern economists.   

Clower, first, discusses the model of the modern authors ([56], p. 82). This model differs from Walras’s mod-
el of individual’s economy in Exchange economy: first, Walras used fiat money only in the last economy— 
Circulation and Money, in the previous three economies the money commodity is served as money. Second, fiat 
money is valueless and useless; therefore, it has no direct utility and cannot appear in the utility function. Third, 
Walras manipulated the demand and supply of all categories, later obtaining the final endowment by their means. 
Clower and consequently Hicks, Lange, and Patinkin use initial and final endowment, which allows calculating 
demand and supply. Finally, the utility function includes all goods simultaneously while Walras considered util- 
ity function for each good separately. 

Clower states that the conclusion in the discussing model “indicates that money plays no distinctive role in 

 

 

17See note 4. 
18It is ironic that Baumol, who has been claming that Walras’s mathematics is primitive, has created a much poorer model, and this writing 
more than a century after Walras. Baumol writes “Then, using obvious notation, equilibrium requires (1) ( )1Max , ,i i np y C y yΣ −  ; subject 

to (2) ( )1, ,i i np y C y y kΣ − ≤  (where we will select k = 0)” ([74], p. 15). 
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economic activity” ([56], p. 83). Therefore, he suggests using the money commodity ([56], p. 85). Then, he 
presents his own, alternative model where there is “a clear separation between goods demanded for purchase 
(offers to sell money) and goods offered for sale (offers to buy money)” ([56], p. 86). The result is that “the 
budget constraint equation is divided into two constraints: a) a constraint on money expenditure and b) a con-
straint on money income” ([56], pp. 87-88). 

Such a division is artificial and incompatible with reality, because in practice expenditure and income are 
mutually connected. So, Clower’s statement that “the total value of goods demanded cannot be in any circums- 
tances exceed the amount of money held by the transactor at the outlet of the period” ([56], p. 87) is doubtful. 
Clower continues, “I shall refer henceforth to mj as the income demand for money, to M as the reservation de-
mand for money. Such a separation of income and reservation demands has no place in accepted equilibrium 
models,” ([56], p. 87). This statement of Clower is correct in the relation to models of post-Walras’s authors; 
however, it is incorrect in relation to Walras’s model. The micro model for an individual of Walras’ last econo- 
my includes not only the reservation—demand for money (demand for the money commodity) and the income 
demand for money (saving), but also the supply of money to production for circulation (vide supra).   

Finally, and more importantly, Clower does not discuss the connection (relationship) between micro and ma- 
cro economics.  

On the other hand, the modern theory formally determines the rate of interest similar to the classical approach; 
namely, according to modern theory the rate of interest is determined by the relationship between aggregate de- 
mand and aggregate supply of money. However, there are essential differences between them, since the modern 
theory of interest is based on the Keynes’s approach [57]. Moreover, the differences are deepened. For example, 
the supply of money depends not only on the quantity of printed money as well as Keynes’s approach but also 
on the rate of the money multiplier. Yet, the modern theory of money continues determining the demand func- 
tion for money as an inverse function of income according to Keynes, the existence of which is doubtful.  

5. Conclusions 
In this paper it was shown that one of crucial causes of contemporary financial-economic crisis is an abandon- 
ment of the classic and Walras’s theories, in particular the monetary theory. Therefore, three fundamental dif- 
ferences between Walras’s and modern economists’ approaches were discussed and demonstrating the latter to 
be incompatible with hypothetical economics whilst the first applies well to its era’s reality. 

First, classics assumed that the theory has to be close to reality but never be its copy. For example, Walras 
stated that in reality general economic equilibrium can never be achieved but his theory illustrates how it might 
be established. On the other hand, modern authors have not merely assumed that theory may diverge from reali- 
ty, they’ve taken it to the extreme: “the more significant the theory, the more unrealistic assumptions”. In the 
paper six unrealistic and incorrect assumptions are considered.  

Second, using of mathematics in economic theory, Walras was the first who used mathematics to describe in-
terdependence between various parts of whole economy. His use of mathematics is both effective and impres- 
sive, and is based on the latest achievements of his time while trying to explore a new direction. This is opposite 
of the modern mathematician-economists asserting that Walras’s mathematics is “primitive, clumsy, dubious, 
and even incorrect”. Six erroneous claims have been made against Walras’s mathematics. 

In the paper, Walras’s mathematical model for the individual’s economy (micro model) is drawn for the cir- 
culation and money economy, in the first time, and its some special attributes are signified; it is his significant 
achievement and is the best micro model to this day.  

Also, in the paper, Walras’s two macro models are decrypted: a) the equilibrium model; and b) the disequili- 
brium model. Hence, Walras used his unique method of equilibrium establishment (tâtonnement), to transform 
disequilibrium state into equilibrium state.  

In conclusion, Walras’s statement, according to which the number of indipendent equations is equal to the 
number of unknowns in equilibrium state, is conceived after the equilibrium is established by iterative process 
(tatonnement), when the disequilibrium state is transformed in the equilibrium state; therefore, it is a necessary 
and satisfactory condition for equilibrium existence. However, since post-Walras’s authors used this statement 
to establish equilibrium (solving the problem), it has become a neccessity, but not a satisfactory condition for 
equilibrium existence.  

Whilst, modern mathematical models of economics and financial sectors are very complicated, however with 
the majority of them weakly connected with reality. The Arrow-Debreu model is discussed as a representative of 
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the modern GET. It was shown that modern general equilibrium theory used several unrealistic assumptions; 
hence, its incompatibility with reality is clear. According to these unrealistic assumptions, the equilibrium price 
of some goods and services, specifically when these are in excess supply is equal to zero. For example, in an 
equilibrium situation, with high unemployment, wages have to be equal zero: “In a purely neoclassical version, 
permanent unemployment would require a zero wage” (Arrow & Starrett, p. 241; see also Arrow, p. 18). How-
ever, such wages contradict reality economics. Therefore, the main achievement of modern general equilibrium 
theory (MGET), the proof of equilibrium existence basing on these assumptions, becomes completely meaning-
less.  

Finally and perhaps most importantly, the “Walras’ Law”, formulated by post-Walras economists, is one of 
the crucial assumptions of the MGET and differs essentially from Walras’s original laws. Moreover, it is an in- 
termediate stage of Walras’s own laws. The “Walras’ Law”, unfortunately, has replaced Walras’s original laws, 
subsequently, the latter have become relatively unknown and abandoned. The thought of an “alternate” to New- 
ton’s laws coexisting with the original is ludicrous, yet in economics such anomalies are common place. 

So, modern general equilibrium theory diverged from representing the current financial sector, greatly sim- 
plifying the problem of money and loosing any ability to discuss the money quantity regulation problems. This 
is additional cause for the financial crisis.   

Third, money theory, Walras succeed in integrating money theory into his general equilibrium theory which 
enabled him to consider real economic and financial sector as one whole system. According to Walras’s ap- 
proach there are two different types of money. The first type of money serving for the functions of money, and 
its price is one. The second type of money is used for circulation, and its price is the rate of interest. Walras used 
fiat money only as the second type, whilst the money commodity (numéraire) might be used in both. Thus, there 
are two different prices for the money commodity. Yet, this means that numéraire and fiat money ought to co- 
exist and serve economic functions. Therefore, fiat money cannot substitute money commodity, i.e., fiat money 
cannot stand alone. Moreover, the quantity of fiat money is linked with the quantity of the money commodity 
used as numéraire.  

One of crucial achievements of Walras’s general equilibrium theory is reciprocal interconnection between 
micro and macroeconomics, i.e., exchanging information between them in the iterative process (tâtonnement) of 
equilibrium establishment. The same is true for the money theory of Walras. By means of solution of the model 
of individual (micro) the three categories of money are obtained and used in macro model: 1) The demand for 
money commodity for consumption; 2) Either the demand for or the supply of income commodity for saving; 3) 
The supply of money for circulation (cash) in production.  

On the other hand, the information, which is passed to micro economics from macro, includes three prices: 1) 
the price of the money commodity, which in equilibrium is equal to one; 2) the rate of income; and 3) the rate of 
interest. 

Walras emphasized the specific role of money in distortion of general equilibrium because that changing of 
price of money impacts directly on prices of almost all products and services. Hence, changing price of money 
yields changing prices of products and the result is a disorder of equilibrium, i.e., economic crisis. In the case of 
deep crises Walras recommended that the State should intervene and regulate the quantity of money.  

On the other hand, in the works of most post-Walras economists economic and financial sectors are separated 
and these authors have been claiming that money commodity (numéraire) is not money. Therefore, it is not acci- 
dental that post-Walras’s money theory is generally considered one type of money—fiat money.  

The replacement of the money commodity by the fiat money has yielded several phenomena, predecessors of 
the current financial bubbles. First, because the fiat money has no objective value, economics (markets) is ma- 
naged without valuating of goods and services. Second, because there is only one type of money, namely fiat 
money, there is only one price—the price of the service of money (the rate of interest), while the price of the 
money served as a measure of value (equal to one) is absent. Therefore, this is another reason why fiat money 
cannot be served as a measure of value. Third, there are no obstacles and no limit to printing paper money. 

Modern theory of money is generally concentrated on the macroeconomic level; despite that, it is convenient 
that the modern microeconomic theory has been compatible with reality rather than with macroeconomic theory. 
Unfortunately, since Walras, microeconomics theory has not developed from the point of view of money theory. 
Microeconomic models are generally confined by the Exchange and sometimes Production Economies, and if 
money is integrated, then it is done superficially. In these models demand and supply of commodities might be 
indirectly determined by the relationship between the final endowment and the available initial endowment, but 
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it is not done. These claims were elucidated using Clower’s well-known paper. 
On the other hand, the modern theory formally determines the rate of interest similar to the classical approach; 

namely, according to modern theory the rate of interest is determined by the relationship between aggregate de- 
mand and aggregate supply of money. However, there are essential differences between them. For example, the 
supply of money depends not only on the quantity of printed money as well as Keynes’s approach but also on 
the rate of the money multiplier. Yet, the modern theory of money continues determining the demand function 
for money as an inverse function of income according to Keynes, the existence of which is doubtful. 
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Appendix I. Walras’s Equilibrium Macroeconomic Model with Fiat Money for  
Circulation and Money 

1) The system of n equations of the aggregate offer of services (landed, personal, and fixed capital respec- 
tively) for the production of products: 

(
)

( )

2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 1

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ; ;

, , , ; , , , ; ;

1, 2, , ;

t t t p p p k k k
j j m t p l e

m m m
m s u

R r R r
r j r j

O F p p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p p i

o d j n

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

= =

=

= Σ −Σ =

   

 



             (3.2-1) 

2) The system of m equations for the aggregate offer of the circulating capital goods services 

(
)

( )

2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 1

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ; ;

, , , ; , , , ; ;

, 1, , ;

t t t p p p k k k
i i m t p l e

m m m
m s u

R r R r
r i r i

O F p p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p p i

o d i m

′ ′

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

′ ′= =

=

′= Σ −Σ =

   

 



            (3.2-2) 

3) One equation of the money offer for circulation 

(
)

( )

2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 1

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ; ;

, , , ; , , , ; ;

,

t t t p p p k k k
u u m t p l e

m m m
m s u

R r
u r i i e u

O F p p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p p i

Q d p d p p

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

′′ ′′ ′ ′=

=

= − Σ +

   

               (3.2-3) 

4) The system of m equations for the aggregate demand for products: 

(
)

( )
( )

2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1

1 1 1 1 1 2

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ; ;

, , , ; , , , ; ;

, 2,3, , ;

;

t t t p p p k k k
i i m t p l e

m m m
m s u

R r
r i

t t t l l l k k k S m m m
j j j j j j j j j s s s u u i i i

D F p p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p p i

x i m

D O p O p O p Q p O p D p E

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

=

′= = = = =

=

= Σ =

= Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + − Σ +

   

 



            (3.2-4) 

5) One equation of the aggregate excess of income over consumption 

  

(
)

2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ;

; , , , ; , , , ; ;

t t t p p p k k k
e e e m t p l

m m m
e m s u

E D p F p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p p p i′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

= =    

 

             (3.2-5) 

6) The system of n equations of equality between the total quantities of productive services required (de-
manded) and their total effective offer quantities for production: 

( ) ( )
3 3 31 1 1( ) , 1, 2, ,  ,m S m m k

i ji i i s js s j jj j j ja D D a D a D D O j n′= = =Σ + + Σ + Σ = = = 
          (3.2-6) 

7) The system of m equations of equality between the total required (demanded) quantities of circulating cap-
ital goods and their total effective offer quantities for production: 

( ) ( ) ( )
3 3 31 1 1 , 1, 2, ,m S m n k r

i i i i i s i s s j i j j i ia D D a D a D D O i m′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = = ′Σ + + Σ + Σ = = = 
          (3.2-7) 

8) The system of S equations of equality between the offer (available quantities) of raw materials and their 
demand in production: 

( ) ( ) ( )
3 3 31 1 1 , 1, 2, ,m S m n k rm m

i si i i s ss s j sj j s sa D D a D a D D Q s S′= = =Σ + + Σ + Σ = = = 
          (3.2-8) 

9) One equation of equality between the demand for and offer of the money services in circulation 

( )
3 3 31 1 1 ,m S m m k k k

i i i s s s j j j u u u up p p D p O pδ δ δ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = =Σ + Σ + Σ = =                    (3.2-9) 

10) The system of m equations of equality between the selling prices of the products and the cost of the pro- 
ductive services employed in their production18: 
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( ) ( )
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 31 1 1 ' 1 1 , 1, 2, , ,t t t p p p l k k m S
j j i j j j i j j j i j i i i i s si s ui i i ia p a p a p a p a p a p p i mπ′ ′ ′ ′= = = = =Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + = = =     (3.2-10) 

where p1 = (π1) = 1; 
11) The system of l equations of equality between the selling prices of the new capital goods and their costs of 

production: 

( ) ( )
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 31 1 1 ' 1 1 3, 1, 2, ,  ,t t t p p p l k k m S k k
j j j j j j j j j j j j i i j i s sj s uj u j ja p a p a p a p a p a p P j l′ ′ ′ ′= = = = =Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + = = Π =   (3.2-11) 

12) The system of S equations of equality between the selling prices of raw materials and their cost of production 

( ) ( )
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 31 1 1 1 1 , 1, 2, ,  ,t t t p p p l k k m S m m
j j s j j j s j j j s j i i s i s ss s us i s sa p a p a p a p a p a p p s Sπ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = = = =Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + = = = 

 (3.2-12) 

13) One equation of equality between the total of new capital goods (investment) and aggregate excess of in- 
come over consumption (serving): 

( ) ( )

(
)

3 3 31 ' 1 1

2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

, , , ; , , , ; , , , ; , , , ;

; , , , ; , , , ; ; ,

k k k m S m m k
j j j i i i s s s

t t t p p p k k k
e m t p l

m m m
e m s u

D P D p D p D E

F p p p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p p p i

′ ′= = =

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

Σ + Σ + Σ = =

=    

 

               (3.2-13) 

14) The system of l equations the uniformity of the rate of net income for all new capital goods proper: 

( ) ( ) ( )3

3 3

3

3
3

, 1, 2, ,
k
jk k

j j
j j

p
P j l

i µ ν
= = Π =

+ +
                        (3.2-14) 

15) The equations system of prices for circulating capital goods, raw materials, and money in circulation: 

( ) ( ), 1, 2, , ; , 1, 2, , ; ,
m

mi s u
i s u

p p p
p i m p s S p

i i i
′ ′ ′= = = = =              (3.2-15) 

Appendix II. Walras’s Disequilibrium Macroeconomic Model with Fiat Money for 
Circulation and Money 
The first five equation systems (3.2-1)-(3.2-5) are unchangeably included. 

( ) ( )
3 3 31 1 1 , 1, 2, , ,m S m m k

i ji i i s js s j j j j j ja D D a D a D D O j n′= = =Σ + + Σ + Σ = ≠ =             (3.2-6a) 

( ) ( )
3 3 31 1 1 , 1, 2, ,m S m n k r

i i i i i s i s s j i j j i ia D D a D a D D O i m′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = = ′Σ + + Σ + Σ = ≠ =             (3.2-7a) 

( )
3 3 31 1 1( ) , 1, 2, ,m S m n k rm m

i si i i s ss s j sj j s sa D D a D a D D Q s S′= = =Σ + + Σ + Σ = ≠ =            (3.2-8a) 

3 3 31 1 1 ,m S m m k k k
i i i s s s j j j u u u up p p D p O pδ δ δ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = =Σ + Σ + Σ = ≠                  (3.2-9a) 

( )
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 31 1 1 1 1 , 1, 2, , ,t t t p p p l k k m S
j j i j j j i j j j i j i i i i s si s ui i i ia p a p a p a p a p a p p i mπ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = = = =Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + = ≠ =    (3.2-10a) 

where p1 ≠ (π1) = 1; 

( )
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 31 1 1 1 1 3, 1, 2, ,  ,t t t p p p l k k m S k k
j j j j j j j j j j j j i i j i s sj s uj u j ja p a p a p a p a p a p P j l′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = = = =Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + = ≠ Π =    (3.2-11a) 

( )
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 31 1 1 1 1 , 1, 2, , ,t t t p p p l k k m S m m
j j s j j j s j j j s j i i s i s ss s us i s sa p a p a p a p a p a p p s Sπ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= = = = =Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + Σ + = ≠ =     (3.2-12a) 

3 3 31 1 1
k k k m S m m k
j j j i i i s s sD P D p D p D E′ ′ ′= = =Σ + Σ + Σ = ≠                         (3.2-13a) 

( ) ( )3

3 3

3 3

3, 1, 2, ,
k
jk k

j j
j j

p
P j l

i µ ν
= ≠ Π =

+ +
                         (3.2-14a) 

( ) ( ), 1, 2, , ; , 1, 2, , ; .
m

mi s u
i s u

p p p
p i m p s S p

i i i
′ ′ ′≠ = ≠ = ≠               (3.2-15a) 
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